
VIGIL CLOUD

VIGIL CLOUD’s new enhancements from 3xLOGIC offer improved functionality that can help dealers and end 
users reduce costs, increase efficiency, and maximize profits. With features such as 360 De-warping, External 
Case Sharing, Multi Camera, Multi View, and Edge Based Deep Learning Analytics, businesses can have better 
control and understanding of their operations, leading to enhanced security and operational performance. 

VIGIL CLOUD 
ENHANCEMENTS

360 De-warping provides enhanced control and flexibility in monitoring, allowing users to precisely select and 
customize the areas they want to view. This feature optimizes surveillance efficiency and effectiveness by offering 
3xLOGIC 360 cameras four distinct viewing options to cater to specific needs and preferences: 

 » Single view (region) 

 » Double panorama view 

 » Panorama + focus views 

 » Quad view  

Users will have the ability to select each of the view options and specify the mount type, which include wall and 
ceiling mounts. Users can pan, tilt, and zoom to objects of interest in both live and recorded videos with each 
option. 

3xLOGIC’s CLOUD enabled VX-6M-360-IAW Fisheye camera makes use of the  
360 De-warping feature, which allows users to achieve real-time viewing of an entire  
scene from a single camera.  

360 De-warping 
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VIGIL CLOUD

VIGIL CLOUD offers a plethora of features designed to optimize efficiency, provide users with enhanced control, 
and support profit growth for businesses. In addition to the brand-new enhancements, here are some other key 
features that VIGIL CLOUD has to offer:

External Case Sharing
We are excited to announce our new External Case 
Sharing feature that will significantly speed up our 
case handling process. With this new feature, you 
can now securely share cases with multiple external 
users, allowing them to view clips, videos, and 
comments within the case. 

 » Share your case, securely, with multiple external 
users

 » External users will be able to view clips, 
videos and comments within the case

 » Manage external users’ access – remove 
access at any time 

 » VIGIL CLOUD case viewing controls and 
experience (no media players needed) 

 
Multi Camera, Multi View
The Multi Camera, Multi View feature provides you 
with an efficient way to consolidate the feeds for up to 
6 cameras onto a single screen. This allows you to be 
in control and have a comprehensive understanding 
of what’s happening in your business, all from one 
convenient location.

 » View up to 6 cameras from one or 
multiple locations

 » Configurable drag and drop camera layout 
that best suits your needs and viewing 
experience

 » Save up to 25 different views for quick access

 » Create cases and individual clips directly 
from your saved view

 » Jump to a single view format directly from a 
camera within the multi-view 
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VIGIL CLOUD

5MP Resolution Support
When onboarding a camera, dealers can now offer their customers 5MP resolution support to its retention options, 
this is in addition to the 2MP support already available. Other benefits of the 5MP resolution support include:

 » Customer can change between 2MP and 5MP resolution when required

 » VIGIL CLOUD cameras provide full MP support with the 
purchase of the camera

 » Enhanced VIGIL CLOUD NVR Plugin Capability - Users 
can stream to VIGIL CLOUD for retention while at the 
same time maintaining visibility on the NVR with no 
configuration changes

 » 5MP support customers will now have 25GB of case 
management storage available per camera (2MP support 
provides 10GB storage per camera)

Edge Based Deep Learning Analytics
Person and Vehicle Detection 
Make your cameras and data work harder for you and discover solutions to problems you never knew you had 
with VIGIL CLOUD’s Edge Based Deep Learning Analytics. Deep learning models are trained using large amounts 
of representative data, including challenging scenes with people and vehicles, allowing them to gain a deep 
understanding of complex environments.  

 » Requires X-Series Edge Based Deep Learning Cameras* 

 » Powerful CLOUD based detection and notifications

 » Fully integrated UI/UX with easy to view timeline and 
side panel searches 

 » Four zones and detection rules per camera

 » Per camera notifications

 » Easy search options and filters to only see what you  
want to see : 
 - Presence Detection 
 - Enter/Exit 
 - Loitering (Dwell) 
 - Stopped 
 - Direction

*These features will be unlocked and available free of charge once connected to Edge Based Deep Learning Cameras.

Order Today!
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VIGIL CLOUD

180/365 Day Retention 
Options
Additional retention options for 2MP and 5MP resolutions are 
now available for VIGIL CLOUD. Dealers will now have optional 
180 or 365 day retention options per camera.  
As always, dealers can mix/match retention options based on 
the critical needs of the customers.

Dealer Functionality on 
Mobile App
VIGIL CLOUD is re-defining the way dealers onboard customers 
and cameras with the introduction of dealer functionality in our 
VIGIL CLOUD web app, this provides some great benefits:

 » Increased ROI and RMR (Recurring Monthly Revenue)

 » Easily onboard cameras by using QR scans, greatly improving 
installation time and setup

 » Remote Maintenance

 » Manage all customers and locations easily using our intuitive CLOUD workflow

 » Identify customers and cameras that need attention

Case Management on 
Mobile App
VIGIL CLOUD’s best in class video collaboration functionality 
- Case Management feature has been extended from its web 
application to our easy-to-use mobile app.  
Customers can utilize case management features including:

 » Build cases in the cloud with video clips and screenshots 
from one or more cameras

 » Share cases with team members for review, comment, 
and resolution

 » Easily download clips and still shots

 » Find cases by resolution status, location or incident type

Order Today! For more information on this solution, to arrange a demo or 
to place an order, email us at sales@3xlogic.com
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